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Violence blights society, but coalitions can offer help

A

generation ago many people were drawn to working on
behalf of animals and the environment by Rachel Carson's Silent Spring. The book invoked the image of a
world silenced and diminished by the poisoning of birds and
other animals through unthinking and indiscriminate use of
pesticides.
As we prepare to enter a new millennium, we are faced with
a very different kind of environmental concern, one that
promises a different type of "silent spring"-the proliferation of
violence in our society. Every day we hear stories of innocent
voices, including those of both children and animals, silenced
by unspeakable acts of abuse and cruelty. Increasingly, these
acts are the work of perpetrators who are children themselves.
A 1995 Time magazine essay on violence in Middle America
entitled "Johnny Got a Gun" describes the crimes committed by
a group of adolescents in Omaha, Nebraska, who began their
violent spree by shooting many of the songbirds in their community. This new silent spring will require a response as widereaching as the environmental activism of the past.
At the recent HSUS symposium "Making the Connection:
Animal Cruelty and Human Violence," James Garbarino,
Ph.D., director of Cornell University's Family Life Development
Center, characterized violence as a form of pollution. He spoke
of the spread of "social toxicity"-the cruelty and violence in
our world that have become the common response to situations
of real or perceived inequality in power, control, and material
wealth.
The consequences of this psychological poisoning take
many forms-animal cruelty, child abuse, spouse abuse, elderly
neglect and abuse, workplace violence, and hate crimes. Just as
some creatures are more sensitive to the effects of environmental toxins than are others, so, too, are some members of society
more vulnerable to social toxicity. Children exposed to violence, abuse, and neglect can soak up and
concentrate toxic influences in their emotions
and behavior just as birds exposed to pesti-

cides may concentrate toxic poisons in their tissues. Many children succumb to the toxicity of violence; they become depressed, drop out of their communities, and commit suicide or
even homicide. When they perpetrate violence, they ensure the
destructive cycle's continuance.
Society tends to address each problem in isolation, ignoring
the fact that violence has an ecology as complex and interconnected as any biological system. Each form of violence has engendered agencies and organizations that deal with its causes
and effects. Much of the focus of The HSUS's First Strike™
campaign, and of the efforts that preceded it, has been to break
down some of the barriers that have prevented people in different agencies and organizations from working effectively together on all issues of violence. Our focus on animals provides
many opportunities for finding common ground. Animals play
a key role in the development of empathy in children. The way
they are treated in the home frequently mirrors the way people
are treated. This treatment can serve as an indicator of the level
of toxicity brewing in a family or in a community. Animals often are more easily seen by society as truly innocent victims of
unprovoked violence, making the actions of their abusers easier to condemn and to diagnose.
Increasingly, members of the animal-protection community
are becoming key players in local coalitions of those who
struggle against community, family, and domestic violence.
Through our workshops and materials, we will continue to
bring together everyone concerned about violence to seek solutions in which we can all play a part. This is a process that
must include humane societies, animal-care and -control
agencies, law enforcement agencies, social-service workers,
human and veterinary medical communities, educators, mental-health agencies, legislators, and religious leaders. Achieving the goal of a truly humane society will require the action
of all citizens concerned about victims of violence and committed to principles of justice
•
and compassion.
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Lou Guyton, HSUS southeast regional program coordinator,
center, leads a barnyard tour for schoolchildren (and others) in
Dallas during National Farm Animals Awareness T#ek.

THE FIFTH ANNUAL National Farm Animals Awareness Week took place September 21-27, 1997. The HSUS
released to the national media
a series of animal profiles
focusing on the lives
of individual farm
animals such as
Lucy the pig,
who made
her television debut
with Willard Scott on
the Today
Show,
and
Emily the cow,
who successfully
escaped from a
slaughterhouse and was
adopted into a permanent
home, where she shares her
kind disposition with specialneeds children. The week received media coverage via radio stations, newspapers, and
magazines, and we created a
one - and - one - half - minute
video that was distributed
to more than one hundred
television stations nationwide.
Public-service announcements
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featuring James Cromwell
(Farmer Hogget from Babe),
below, and Bob Keeshan (Captain Kangaroo) promoted the
week. We also hosted farm
tours in the Washington, D.C.;
Lincoln, Nebraska; and
Dallas, Texas, areas. These tours
were given to
elementaryschool students, their
teachers,
and members of the
media to give
them the opportunity to see
how complex, intelligent, and social farm animals are.
A BULL sinking to his knees
in a bullring; dolphins swimming circles in a small, dirty
tank; emaciated donkeys pulling carriage loads of tourists
along dusty streets in the hot
sun-the files of animal-protection organizations are full
of letters of concern from unsuspecting travelers whose va-

cations have been ruined by
such distressing sights.
A new initiative by Humane
Society International (HSI)
and the World Society for the
Protection of Animals (WSPA)
seeks to raise the tourism industry's consciousness of animal welfare. Travel Partners
for Animal Welfare is a group
of travel agencies and wholesalers who have joined in partnership with us to help their
clients avoid inadvertent support of events and industries
that exploit animal suffering.
Instead, Travel Partners will
encourage
patronage of
those tourist
attractions
that are beneficial to animals. Travel
Partners will
share a new
HSUS/HSI brochure, "Tips for
the Compassionate Traveler,"
with their clients, and they will
gather information through
periodic mailings from us of
specific events to promote or
discourage. We want to stop
the flow of tourist dollars to
events that exploit animals.
Further information about
the Travel Partners initiative,
including a list of participating agencies across
the United
can be found on
the HSUS and
WSPA Internet
sites on the
World Wide Web ·
(www.hsus.org and
www.way.net/
wspa).

spection Service, is notorious
for its decades-long campaign
against western wildlife. In the
name of livestock protection,
tens of millions of badgers,
bears, coyotes, foxes, mountain lions, prairie dogs, and
wolves have been killed. Even
today, predator-control agents
use public funds to poison,
trap, and shoot about one hundred thousand coyotes annually, often on public lands. The
overall annual toll in animal
lives is currently about one
million.
ADC opponents argue
that the program's initials stand
not for "animal damage
control" but
for "all the
dead critters." Well
aware of their program's negative public image, officials announced in August that the
program would be known
henceforth as Wildlife Services. The HSUS opposed this
change, arguing that the name
should not change until the
program does. Until this program begins preferentially to
use nonlethal

high cost of
pet maintenance, personal problems, and in:pace in homes
1

, has undertaktdies. One is a
:y designed to

gather information on the
number and disposition of animals relinquished to animal
shelters. The other is designed
to identifY characteristics of
pet owners and the acquisition,
ownership, and disposition of
their pets.
For copies of summary releases relating to studies being

conducted by the NCPPSP,
please contact Sally Fekety,
HSUS Director of Animal
Sheltering Issues, The HSUS,
2100 L St., NW, Washington,
DC 20037.
THE SUMMERLEE Foundation, based in Dallas, Texas,
has designated The HSUS as
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mals, and the factors that contribute to failed human-animal
relationships. Data for the
study were collected at twelve
animal shelters across the
United States through interviews with persons relinquishing animals. Interviewees also
cited as reasons for surrender
landlords' prohibitions against
pets, an overabundance of animals in their households, the

THE ANIMAL Damage Control (ADC) program, a part of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's
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means
protecting livestock
and agricultural resources from
wildlife damage, its reputation
will follow it-no matter what
its name.

nance, personal problems, and inadequate space in homes
or yards.
The NCPPSP has undertaken two other studies. One is a
long-term survey designed to

gather information on the
number and disposition of animals relinquished to animal
shelters. The other is designed
to identify characteristics of
pet owners and the acquisition,
ownership, and disposition of
their pets.
For copies of summary releases relating to studies being

conducted by the NCPPSP,
please contact Sally Fekety,
HSUS Director of Animal
Sheltering Issues, The HSUS,
2100 L St., NW, Washington,
DC 20037.

THE SUMMERLEE Foundation, based in Dallas, Texas,
has designated The HSUS as

PEOPLE DON'T GET RID
of their children when they
move, but many people give
moving as their reason for surrendering their feline or canine
family members to animal
shelters. In fact, moving was
one of the top reasons for relinquishment identified in a
recent study by the National
Council on Pet Population
Study and Policy (NCPPSP).
The NCPPSP is a coalition of
eleven national animal-related
organizations, including The
HSUS, created in 1993 to examine the dynamics of pet
overpopulation and evaluate
the effectiveness of programs
and policies developed to
combat its tragic
quences.
The NCPPSP's study provides valuable insight into the
types of animals relinquished
to shelters, the characteristics
of people who surrender animals, and the factors that contribute to failed human-animal
relationships. Data for the
study were collected at twelve
animal shelters across the
United States through interviews with persons relinquishing animals. Interviewees also
cited as reasons for surrender
landlords' prohibitions against
pets, an overabundance of animals in their households, the
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1998
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the distributor of the Annie Lee Roberts Emergency
Rescue Fund. The primary
purpose of the fund is to
assist nonprofit
organizations
and municipal
animal-care and
-control agencies
in the Southwest
through direct financial support for
the care of animals
who are victims of natural or
human-caused disasters.
Requests from outside the
region will be considered during the grant year 1997-98.
Submit applications to Dennis
J. White, The HSUS, 3001
LBJ Freeway, Suite 224, Dallas, Texas 75234. For additional information call 972-4882964.

HSUS MEMBERS can now
put their purchasing power to
work to eliminate animal suffering with a new credit card
offered exclusively through
The HSUS and Travelers
Bank. Each time a cardholder
uses the new HSUS Platinum

Visa® card, Travelers Bank
will donate a percentage of the
charges to The HSUS. This
Visa card is the
only credit card
that supports the
important animal-protection
programs of
TheHSUS.
The card
features competitive pricing-no annual fee and a low
introductory rate of 0 percent
on purchases and just 6.9 percent on both cash advances
and balance transfers for the
first six months the account
is open. Other benefits are
travel accident insurance, lost
luggage insurance, and auto
rental insurance.
There
are
three designer
motifs to choose
from-dogs,
cats, or the new
"Animals ... It's Their World
Too®" design-or you can customize your HSUS Platinum
Visa with a photo of your bird,

A right whale frolics in the Bay of Fundi. Considered the rarest
of the great whales, right whales face an uncertain fUture. Estimates are that fewer than three hundred remain.
4

cat, dog, hamster, horse, children, or family free of charge.
Show your love of animals
and support for The HSUS 's
mission by signing up for the
new HSUS Platinum Visa
credit card today. To apply call
toll free 1-800-HSUS-594.

CONSIDERED THE rarest
of the great whales, North Atlantic right whales face an uncertain future: fewer than three
hundred remain out of a population that once numbered in
the thousands. Entanglement
with commercial fishing gear
and collisions with large ships
are the leading causes of
death, and the Marine Mammal
Protection
Act (MMPA) requires the National Marine Fisheries
Service
(NMFS) to reduce the rate of
mortality to levels that do not threaten the
population. Given how few
right whales are left, the
NMFS calculates that the total
mortality for the population
must be less than one individual per year if the population
is to recover.
An HSUS consultant has
been working with commercial fishers and two government task forces
charged with developing plans to
reduce fisheryrelated deaths of
right whales. Following the completion of the
task-force process, the NMFS developed a
plan for reducing whale deaths
attributed to the northeast lobster and gill-net fisheries. To
our dismay, however, the final
version of the NMFS plan vir-

tually ignores recommendations
from the
envuonmental community
and relies instead on a continuation of current fishing practices-practices already responsible for killing more
whales each year than the population can support.
Shocked at this failure to
protect right whales and frustrated with the slow progress
in resolving the issue of vessel
collisions, The HSUS organized a meeting in Washington, D.C., in early October to
discuss with other conservation groups the threats to the
whales and potential avenues
of solution. The outcome of
this meeting was a letter sent
to the NMFS assistant administrator for fisheries, Rolland
A. Schmitten, and signed by
eighteen major conservation
and animal-protection organizations. The letter denounced
the NMFS plan as grossly
inadequate to protect right
whales from entanglement
with commercial fishing gear
and suggested alternate strategies. This letter should make
it clear to the NMFS that
the environmental community
will fight to ensure that the
beleaguered
right whale receives real protection under
theMMPA.
The HSUS
also is exploring
the possibility of
legal action to
ensure that the NMFS acts decisively to protect right whales
if its current plan fails to
achieve the required mortality
goal.
•
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Working for Animals: A
Handbook for Lobbyists
Provides tips and techniques for changing laws to
help animals.
L6010
$1.50

The HSUS has been hard at work producing
exciting and informative materials. The items
here are either new or new to our 1997-98
HSUS publications catalog. You can order them
by sending in the coupon below. You can also use
the coupon to order your free copy of the catalog itself. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

First StrikeTM
Campaign Kit
Includes workbook and ad
slicks to end animal crueltyI
human violence.
PM2188
$5.00

Wild Neighbors:
The Humane Approach
to Living with Wildlife
Offers solutions to human/
animal conflicts.
GR3240
$11.95 (HSUS members)
$16.95 (nonmembers)

Set of Three "Your Animal
Shelter" Camera-Ready
Advertisements
Highlights the important
role of animal shelters in
communities.
PM2151
10¢; 25/$2.50; 100/$5.00

National Farm Animals
Awareness Week Packet
Includes promotional ideas,
activities, a poster, a press
release, and more.
PM2160
$5.00

It a Safe Trip for
Your Dog" Flyer
Describes the dangers of
transporting dogs in pickup
truck beds.
PM2166
10¢; 100/$3.50

"Big Lie behind the
Big Top" Brochure
Exposes the abuses suffered
by wild animals who perform in circuses.
PM2189
25¢

Last summer fashion designer Oscar de la Renta showed for as part of Pierre Balmain sfall/winter 1997-98 collection. Fashion designers may be using more fur than in
years past, but any demand for fur isn't coming from the public.

WILDLIFE

Is Fur Really "Back"?
Industry hype falls far short of reality

The fur industry also has been actively
courting the fashion press. Latching onto
a deceiving statistic-1996's 5 percent increase in industry sales income over
1995's-industry spokespeople have declared, "Fur is back." What they haven't
broadcast is the 13.8 percent rise in the
average retail price of fur coats. Translated into actual numbers, the fur industry
made more money last season, but from
an equal-or lesser-number of fur coats.
It doesn't mention that a larger percent of
the industry's retail sales than in previous
years was attributed to services, such as
the cleaning and storing of fur coats. Allfur items accounted for only 54 percent of
1996's total sales. Nevertheless, the wellpadded advertising budgets of industry
players have apparently convinced the
fashion media that fur is en vogue. New
fur creations can be spotted on more and
more pages of fashion magazines. As furriers invest more dollars in advertising,
the media--and, they presume, the
public-is buying the fur fashion "revival." The fur industry hopes that pushing its message in the media will convince
consumers that fur is once again an acceptable fashion choice. Fortunately for
the animals, polls show that the majority-up to 74 percent-of Americans still
oppose fur as fashion.
Faltering Fashion

ou've seen it splashed across the
pages of fashion magazines, advertised in your local newspapers, and
spotlighted on tabloid television. Once the
pariah of the fashion world, fur is now being embraced by both fashion designers
and the media. You might not even recognize it as something originally part of an
animal. Fur has been transformed into
day-glo-dyed fox "chubbies" (puffY-looking coats), baby blue Mongolian lamb
jackets, sheared-mink boxer shorts, even
fur processed to look like feathers, trimming everything from boots to business
suits. Using new styles, colors, and textures, the fur industry is trying to create a
new image, but will a public that has renounced fur garments as nothing more
than institutionalized cruelty now be persuaded that fur is in?
10

Fur Fallacy

Designers of both haute couture (high
fashion) and ready-to-wear clothes may
be using more fur in their fall collections, but the increase is fueled by the fur
industry, not by public demand. The fur
industry has orchestrated the new fur
trend through a multimillion-dollar promotional blitz. Many of the furs seen on
the runways in Paris, Milan, and New
York last year were donated to the fashion houses by fur promoters. The Fur Information Council of America boasts
160 designers using fur today (names it
would not provide to The HSUS); however, the industry has admitted to sending up-and-coming fashion designers to
Denmark, where they were taught how to
sew, dye, knit, weave, and shear animal
fur into apparel.

When The HSUS launched the "Shame of
Fur" campaign a decade ago, retail fur
sales were at their peak, with nearly one
billion animals slaughtered annually. Fur
coats were still the symbol of success and
wealth they had become during the 1930s,

a brash statement announcing that the
wearer was part of the glamourous elite.
Then The HSUS and animal advocates
around the world asked, "How can a coat
made from animals who suffered and died
be beautiful?" Public sentiment began to
change in response to horrifying images
of trapped raccoons and caged mink. Furclad women drew disapproving glances
from passers-by that told them they
should be ashamed to wear fur.
Since the late 1980s, the fur industry
has been in a free fall, making the fur
trade all but an anachronism. The number
of U.S. fur manufacturers and retailers has
been cut in half; those that remain are
struggling. Evans, the leading U.S. retailer, suffered a $4.7 million net loss in
1996, its seventh loss in ten years. Macy's
West stores have closed their fur departments. Fur apparel imports to the United
States have shrunk as retailers fail to empty their showrooms by winter's end.
The most significant measure of the
fur trade's demise is the reduction in the
number of animals suffering in cages and
traps. Less than half as many fur farms (or
ranches, as the industry refers to them) remain in operation compared to a decade
ago, and the number of "ranched" mink
killed for their fur is down by at least 35
percent. From a high of 17 million animals in the 1980s, the number of animals
trapped annually dropped to 3.8 million in
the mid-1990s. *
There is no evidence to support the declaration "fur is back." The fur industry
lingers in economic decline with no improvements in operations that might persuade consumers to return. Conditions on
fur farms remain inhumane. Trapping persists as one of the most egregious acts of
animal cruelty. People love animals, and
*The barbaric leghold trap has been banned by more
than eighty nations, including the entire European
Union (EU), which may implement a ban on fur imports from countries still allowing its use. Such a ban
would strike a blow to the U.S. trapping industry
(which still uses leghold traps), since, according to
the National Trappers Association, 70 percent of U.S.
trapped fur is exported to the EU.
Some progress is being made in the United States.
Voters in Massachusetts, Arizona, and Colorado have
chosen to ban the use of both the steel-jaw leghold
trap and the conibear body-gripping trap. Voters in
other states will soon have the same opportunity.
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they respect them enough not to steal the
coats off their backs.
The HSUS has pledged to intensifY
our efforts in battling the fur industry and
countering pro-fur hype with the truththat every fur coat hurts! We will not allow the public to be duped by a dying industry, and we need your help. It takes
anywhere from thirty to sixty minks to

make a fur coat, but only one consumer to
make a difference. Every time you refuse
to purchase a fur or fur-trimmed fashion,
you are helping to make our campaign a
success. Stand up for compassion; only:
those in fur coats need to hide their
faces.-Danielle Bays, HSUS wildlife
issues associate, Wildlife and Habitat
Protection

VOlunteer firefighters in Montana practice their equine-rescue skills during a simulateddisaster exercise sponsored by The HSUS in September.

DISASTER

PLAN~UNG

No One Can Be "Too Ready"
Communities, agencies prepare for the worst

H.

SUS West Coast Regional Director Eric Sakach represented The
HSUS in October at the El Nifio
Community Preparedness Summit, held
in Santa Monica, California. One of the
main goals of the El Nifio meeting was
to change the way private citizens prepare
for disasters. Attending were Vice President Al Gore; representatives from the
American Red Cross, Army Corps of En-

gineers, and Walt Disney Company; and
various state emergency-services officials.
Mr. Sakach emphasized the need for
individuals to include animals in their
planning for El Nifio, a massive warm water oceanic current that occurs every two
to seven years. El Nifio can change the
weather patterns, and thereby cause great
damage, in many parts of the world, in11
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HSUS Southeast Regional Director Laura Bevan, left, and HSUS consultant Cindy Ferguson, second from right, meet state officials at the National Hurricane Co'!forence.
eluding the United States. Scientists are
predicting that the 1997-98 El Nifio will
be the largest weather event in this century. It is being tracked now, allowing scientists to help disaster-response personnel
develop emergency plans.
In 1997 The HSUS expanded its role
in disaster preparedness and response. We
not only attended meetings and hosted
workshops for local, state, and federal
emergency-management officials, but we
also either spoke or had a presence at
meetings such as those of the National
Emergency Management Association and
the National Coordinating Council on
Emergency Management as well as the
National Hurricane Conference, New
York State Emergency Management Conference, Los Angeles Emergency Preparedness Fair, and Florida Governor's
Hurricane Conference.
The HSUS assists local animal shelters
with developing disaster plans that enable
them to respond better to animal needs in
their communities. We also work with
other national animal-protection organizations, veterinary associations, and volunteer organizations across the country on
disaster planning and response. We have
conducted several simulated-disaster exercises, such as animal-shelter evacuation,
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1998

equine evacuation, and search and rescue
drills. These drills have been attended by
animal-care and -control personnel, emergency-response personnel, volunteers,
and the general pet-owning public. Wealso hold workshops in conjunction with
the American Red Cross, providing participants with information on how the animal-care and -control and human-services
communities can work together.
When disaster strikes we rescue animals, distribute pet food and other supplies, and provide expertise where the
need is greatest. The HSUS works closely
with local humane societies to provide donated funds for expenses directly related
to animal relief.
The HSUS is working with the Federal
Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA, at whose invitation we attended the El Nifio conference) to
make sure that when people are told
by officials to evacuate an area, they
are also told to take their pets with
them. In 1997 we worked closely with
FEMA on its study course on animals
in disaster. (The HSUS Web site is
linked to FEMA's Web site.) We are also
advising emergency-management officials on problems with wildlife and livestock and on other concerns.

In February we will present a course
on disaster management in conjunction
with Animal Care Expo in San Diego
(see page 29). In March we will cohost,
with the Florida Department of Agriculture and Florida Department of Emergency Management, the first statewide
conference for disaster planning for animals.
State departments of emergency services have been very responsive to us. We
were recognized by the Minnesota State
Emergency Office for our assistance during the Red River floods last April (see
the Summer 1997 HSUS News). The Virginia Department of Emergency Services
director of operations, George Foresman,
has said, "I am thrilled with your offer of
cooperation on disaster planning."
The HSUS will continue to collaborate
with other organizations and agencies to
ensure that communities are better prepared to meet the needs of animals and
their owners in disasters. Every individual, town, city, and state must have a plan
to respond to disasters, and animals must
be part of that plan. You can help us deliver the message by notifying the governor
of your state, your federal legislators,
emergency-management agencies, and
others about how important it is to include
animals in disaster planning.
For information on the Disaster Services Program of The HSUS, contact The
HSUS, Disaster Services Program, 2100
L St., Nw, Washington, DC 20037.
-Melissa Seide Rubin, Esq., HSUS director, Field Services; Jorge Ortega, HSUS
manager, Disaster Services
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The King Royal Circus s elephant Heather was found dead inside a stifling trailer
packed with ten other animals (including the llama, inset) on a midsummer day in Albuquerque. Investigators concluded her death had been agonizing and prolonged.

INVESTIGATIONS

A Life and Death on the Road
HSUS assists in the case of circus elephant

A

t approximately 7:00 p.m. on August 6, 1997, three Albuquerque,
New Mexico, police officers on
routine bicycle patrol noticed a truck with
a long trailer swaying from side to side in
a hotel parking lot. Curious, the officers
approached the truck and asked a man
near it what was inside. According to police reports, the man first said one elephant was inside, then admitted that other
animals also were inside the trailer. The
officers climbed onto the truck to look
through two small air vents, the only
openings, on the front of the trailer. Hot
air was blasting out of the trailer through
the vents, and the officers could just make
out some animals inside. (Police and others on the scene would later estimate the
temperature inside to be 20-30°F hotter
than the 86°F outside temperature that
night.) Shortly after the officers climbed
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down, the driver returned to the truck, and
the officers repeatedly asked him to open
the trailer's rear doors.
When he complied the officers discovered three elephants and eight llamas inside the poorly ventilated trailer, which
belonged to the Texas-based King Royal
Circus. Heather, one of two African elephants inside, was dead.
The eight llamas were confined in a
space eight feet square by six feet high at
the front of the trailer. Heather's body lay
between the llamas and Irene and Donna,
the surviving Asian and African elephants,
respectively. There was little doubt in the
minds of investigators that Heather's death
had been agonizing and prolonged, witnessed by the two companions who had
comprised her family for four years on the
road until her death. The surviving animals were confiscated by Albuquerque an-

imal-control officials, who
placed them in the care of
the Albuquerque Biological Park (whose board of
directors happened to be
meeting in the hotel
while the truck was
parked outside). The
trailer was then towed to
the grounds of the park,
and the remaining animals
were unloaded.
Heather's body was removed from the
trailer the next day. A team of veterinarians determined that she had died of a salmonella infection, or salmonellosis, most
likely compounded by the extreme heat
inside the trailer. Donna soon began
showing signs of salmonellosis; she was
judged by the staff at the park to be seriously underweight. The park staff began
medical treatment and implemented an
appropriate diet with nutritional supplements for her and the other animals.
On August 7 The HSUS received a call
from a witness who had been on the scene
in Albuquerque the night before. Richard
W Swain Jr., HSUS vice president, Investigative Services, and Kitty Block, Esq.,
HSUS legal counsel, Investigative Services, then traveled to Albuquerque to
meet with several key individuals connected with the investigation into Heather's
death and the prosecution of the circus employees in charge of the animals' transport.
The next week the city attorney of
Albuquerque fought to keep temporary
custody of the animals rescued from the
vehicle and won. According to court documents, twenty-two counts of animal cruelty were filed against Heather's handlers:
the driver of the truck and his assistant,
the man discovered with the truck. Until
the city's cruelty case is heard, the animals
will remain at the park in the custody of
the city by order of the court.
Also on August 7, the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (USDA) began its own investigation into the circumstances surrounding Heather's death. During the
city's custody hearing, the USDA announced its decision to suspend King
Royal's license to perform with wild animals for twenty-one days. While under
suspension King Royal, on tour in WisHSUS NEWS • Winter 1998

consin when Heather died in Albuquerque, was prohibited from including
any wild animal in its performances.
Immediately after the suspension took
effect, an HSUS undercover investigator
traveled to Wisconsin to observe the circus's activities. Our investigator's videotape shows King Royal flagrantly disregarding the USDA suspension order, performing with two elephants, two zebras, a
boxing kangaroo, a giraffe, and a pygmy
hippopotamus. Our documentation and
been made available to the
testimony
USDA, the city of Albuquerque, and New
Mexico officials for further action as their
separate cases against King Royal develop.
King Royal, like other circuses, rents
some of its animals or acts to other shows
and may use animals whom it rents from
other operators in its own performances.
It appears from USDA records that King
Royal normally has seven elephants. According to USDA investigators, Heather,
Donna, and Irene, along with the llamas,
had been performing in July in Las Vegas,
Nevada, with the Jordan Circus. The other
four elephants were observed performing
in Wisconsin with King Royal itself.
When the job in Las Vegas had ended,
King Royal moved the animals to
Pahrump, Nevada, according to testimony
by the handlers. From there they were
scheduled to travel to Colorado for another performance. While in Pahrump
Heather had begun to exhibit signs of intestinal distress. USDA investigators discovered that she had not been seen by a
veterinarian there and that her handlers
had not talked directly with the circus's
consulting veterinarian in Texas. Instead
they had contacted the circus owner, who
called the consulting veterinarian and
then spoke with the handlers again. Despite her signs of illness, Heather's handlers had loaded her and the other animals
into a truck and headed for Colorado.
Heather's diarrhea had continued, and the
driver was instructed by the circus owner
to head for home in Texas. When the truck
arrived in Albuquerque on the evening of
August 6, Heather was dead.
The USDA has pursued the investigation of Heather's death in an aggressive
and effective manner, resulting in welldocumented, serious charges against King

has
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Royal. Richard H. Farinato, HSUS director, Captive Wildlife Protection, and Ms.
Block were present at an administrative
hearing October 6-9, in Albuquerque, to
provide public support for the animal-protection side of the case. Officials at the
hearing presented a compelling case of
chronic abuse and inhumane treatment of
animals by King Royal employees
through the testimony of nineteen witnesses, including USDA inspectors and
investigators, and Albuquerque police, animal-control officers, and park staff.
According to testimony by park staff
and USDA officials, the condition of
Donna and Irene-and of Heather's
body-demonstrated a lack of proper care
over a long period of time. Their skin and
foot care, critical to the health of captive
elephants, had apparently been ignored or
carried out incorrectly. Body condition
and diagnostic tests showed poor nutrition, especially in Donna, which had further compromised the animals' general
health.
In the opinion of veterinarians called
as witnesses by the USDA, a lack of proper veterinary care for these animals was
obvious. When an elephant shows signs of
serious or chronic diarrhea, it is widely
recognized that immediate medical inter-

vention is critical. Diarrhea in elephants is
often a sign of salmonellosis, which can
kill an elephant rapidly and requires aggressive treatment-not a long journey in
an overheated trailer.
Ron DeHaven, D.V.M., acting USDA
deputy administrator for Regulatory En-.
forcement and Animal Care, testified that
the actions of King Royal resulted in extreme animal suffering and that the nature
of the circus's chronic violations of the
Animal Welfare Act made Heather's case
particularly abusive. He called for a permanent revocation of King Royal's license
to exhibit wild animals-thus urging the
strongest step the USDA could take to
stop King Royal from causing further
harm to animals in its care.
At this time Donna, Irene, and the llamas are receiving the excellent care they
deserve at the Albuquerque Biological
Park. The city of Albuquerque is moving
forward with its cruelty case against the
handlers. The USDA awaits the decision
of the administrative law judge before revoking King Royal's license to operate.
There is much more to come in this case.
The HSUS will continue to monitor its
progress and do all that we can to protect
those animals still on the road, until a life
on the road no longer threatens them. •

Donnas body carried massive areas of skin overgrowth, evidence of a lack ofproper
care over a long period of time. She also showed signs ofsalmonellosis.
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of the foals go to slaughter. That denial
lacks credibility.
More than half of all PMU farms-282
of approximately 500-are located in the
province of Manitoba. The 1994 Manitoba
Agriculture Yearbook, a provincial government document, reported that the PMU industry in Manitoba "produced close to
27,000 foals, some of which were used as
replacement stock, some sold as pleasure
horses, and the remainder, approximately
17,800 animals, sold to feedlots." (Horses
and foals that are not sent directly to
slaughter are often "fattened" in feedlots
for several months before being killed.)
Thus the 1994 Yearbook data show that
two-thirds of all PMU foals born in the
province that year were slaughtered-nearly identical to the figure the government
reported for 1993.
Many PMU foals could not have been
offered for sale-for slaughter or for any
other purpose. Many were dead before the
farm sales and auctions ever occurred. A
research study published by the Canadian
Veterinary Journal reported that 22 percent
of foals born on PMU farms in western
Manitoba between April 18 and May 31,
1994, had died. Extrapolating these findings to the entire province, almost 6,000
PMU foals may have died within the first
six weeks of life alone. The study cited
comparable figures for foal mortality on
farms managed to produce riding horses as
ranging from 3 percent to 12 percent, asserting that such foals "were assigned a
higher value, so that more resources were
spent on individual foals." Sadly, PMU
foals, only a by-product of the drug industry, are usually worth far less than is the
urine their mothers produce.
The Journal article listed the principal
causes of death for PMU foals as starvation
and/or exposure. Under conditions said to
be typical of the PMU industry, mares were
removed from the collection barns in early
April after several months of near total immobility. They were then turned out in
fenced paddocks to deliver their foals, often in subzero temperatures, without benefit of any shelter. Most of the foals that died
were dead within days. Such deaths are totally inexcusable and entirely preventable.
If the 1994 Yearbook statistics are properly adjusted to exclude foals who had already died on the farm from the total made
available for sale, then the proportion of all
surviving PMU foals sent to feedlots and
slaughterhouses would increase from 66
percent to 81 percent.
The North American Equine Ranching
Information Council (NAERIC), a nonprofit group organized to represent PMU
farmers, provides vastly different esti18

mates. According to information posted on
NAERIC's World Wide Web site, fewer
than one-third of the foals born on all PMU
farms go to the international meat market.
The Web site states that 24 percent are retained as future PMU replacement stock,
20 percent are sold for recreational purposes, 15 percent go to ranches and rodeos,
and 9 percent are sold as show horses.
NAERIC points to data from its survey of
member PMU farmers throughout Canada
and North Dakota to confirm its assertions.
The only similarity between its claims and
the official Manitoba government records
is that both conveniently neglect to mention the thousands of foals who apparently
die on PMU farms before any dispersal
sales can be held.
As a representative of PMU farmers,
NAERIC has a clear interest in countering
criticism of its industry. That interest aside,
some ofNAERIC's statements, such as the
claim that nearly one-quarter of the foals are

retained for replacement stock, are inconsistent. NAERIC maintains that the average
PMU mare is in production for twelve
years. If so it should be necessary to keep
less than 10 percent of the female foals as
future replacement mares and probably less
than 1 percent as breeding stallions.
Manitoba's agriculture officials, on the
other hand, are arguably more objective.
(Unfortunately, the agriculture departments in Alberta and Saskatchewan, where
PMU farms also exist, either don't collect
or don't make available comparable data
on PMU farms.) They support their estimates with inspection reports of livestock
auctions, health records, and other forms of
public documentation. The NAERIC survey data used to substantiate its position
are not so credible, since they are generated by NAERIC itself.
The HSUS sent me to Canada in early
September, when PMU farmers sell their
surplus foals at public auctions and farm

sales, to gather information independent of aging only three to five months of age,
either government or trade group sources. I though some appeared to be even younger.
attended two of the largest auctions, held in (Although equine veterinarians generally
Virden and Winnipeg, Manitoba, where agree that the best time to wean a foal is at
approximately 1,700 foals were offered for about six months of age, PMU foals are
sale. Large crowds attended these sales, weaned much younger. Because they have
but preferential seating in the front row an eleven-month gestation, PMU mares
was given to individuals representing cer- must be reimpregnated eight to ten days aftain feedlots and slaughterhouses.
ter foaling and returned to the urine collecOften foals were sold in lots of up to 60, tion barns.)
with the auctioneers announcing the numFrom my own observations and the conber of foals in the group and the average sensus of several others attending the sales,
weight of the animals before the bidding at least 70 percent of the foals at these aucbegan. As a result people who might have tions were purchased for slaughter. Bebeen willing to provide a home for a single cause an overpopulation of horses exists in
foal or two were locked out of the general North America, thousands of surplus foals
bidding. The auctioneers often referred to cannot find ready buyers. In this sparsely
the foals as "meat horses," making it all too populated part of Canada, where the winclear what their eventual fate would be. ters are harsh and the summers are short,
Foals were quarter horses, Belgians, relatively few people keep horses strictly
Percherons, Appaloosas, Thoroughbreds, for recreational riding. Most PMU foals
paints, standardbreds, and crossbreeds of are unregistered, even if purebred, and they
all kinds. They were also very young, aver- are not as desirable or valuable as are "pa-

pered" horses in the eyes of many horse
buyers. It is no surprise then that, without a
local demand, many of the foals are disposed of as surplus horses usually are-by
being sold to slaughter buyers.
We can take some comfort in knowing
that improvements have been made by the
PMU industry, however difficult it may be
to evaluate them. Tom Hughes of the Canadian Farm Animal Care Trust has followed
the industry for more than thirty years, and
he remembers a time when conditions for
PMU horses were much worse. Eventually,
in 1990, government officials, veterinarians, and industry representatives drafted a
voluntary code of practice that set minimum standards that farmers must meet to
maintain their contracts with Wyeth-Ayerst. After the farm inspection tours of
1995, additional improvements were implemented and the drug company pledged
to undertake more frequent compliance
checks. Yet some serious problems
remain-notably the long-term confinement without adequate exercise of PMU
mares and the killing of surplus foals.
The HSUS Scientific Advisory Council
sent a mailing to nearly 50,000 obstetricians and gynecologists last May that described the many alternative estrogenreplacement drugs available that are not
derived from horse urine. It outlined a
number of alternative approaches to treating menopausal symptoms and estrogen
deficiency. Doctors requested thousands of
additional brochures to share with their patients and colleagues, spreading the word
that alternative therapies to Premarin are
available to every woman.
A few people at the auctions I attended
did purchase foals who would certainly go
to new and better homes. Fifty foals were
acquired by two U.S. horse-rescue groups,
Ipswich Equine Rescue in Massachusetts
and United Pegasus Foundation in California. A Canadian group, the Responsible
Animal Care Society, purchased 22 more.
Those lucky few are now living and
thriving in British Columbia, California,
Massachusetts, New York, Tennessee, and
elsewhere.
If "only" approximately 17,000 PMU
foals are killed annually, that number is
still horrifying. If twice that number are
slaughtered, the magnitude of the horror is
increased but it cannot be intensified.
I wish all women who take Premarin
could look into the eyes of PMU foals and
for themselves what kindness really
·is. Every woman has a choice, and every
!<choice will make a difference.
•

~------------------------------~Marc Paulhus is HSUS director, Equine
~Protection.
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EARTH 2000 BROUGHT SIGNIFICANT ADprocessors, and sophisticated electronic
vances to the environmental and ani- organizers, communication has become
mal-protection movements. Coordinat- instantaneous.
ing successfUl corporate boycott camWhen a local retail corporation
paigns and launching award-winning wanted to explore the possibility of selleducational initiatives, Mr. Sea earned ing fur coats as an effort "to upgrade the
the title "Americas Most Influential merchandise in its stores," I wanted to
Teen" in 1996 from a leading public- tell everyone I knew to write a letter to
relations trade publication.
the chief executive officer (CEO) and
Mr. Sea has appeared in more than complain. Thirty years ago the only effive hundred media outlets, including fective form of communication would
Family Circle, Newsweek, the Wall have been to use "snail mail," the U.S.
Street Journal, and the National Enquir- Postal Service. But with modem techer, which described him as "out to save nology, I was able to send faxes and emore animals than Noah." He is there- mails and to post information on the
cipient of numerous awards, including World Wide Web within a matter of
the Reverence for Life Award from the minutes. With really very little time deAlbert Schweitzer Institute for the Hu- voted to the cause, I generated hundreds
manities, and he was named Who Cares of letters to the CEO and convinced the
magazines 1995 "Young Visionary of corporation to abandon its plans.
the Year."
I remain active in a variety of politiNow twenty, Mr. Sea travels the cal and social causes. By checking out a
United States, spealdng at national con- few of my favorite Web sites, I can see
ferences and colleges, and serves as what issues are in need of my immedia youth-issues, public-relations, and ate attention (see sidebar for site adfond-raising consultant to political and dresses). For example, if The HSUS is
advocacy organizations. His first book, involved in a pressing campaign that
Generation React: Activism for Begin- needs letters sent immediately to President Bill Clinton, I know I can quickly
ners, was published in September.
The question I am asked most often e-mail a comment to the White House
is, "How do you do it all?" All of us are right then and there-no stamps or staso busy, I know, yet I often wonder why. tionery needed.
What is it about now that is so different
With the price of personal computfrom even twenty years ago, when it ers decreasing and free Internet access
wasn't so difficult to find time to vol- at local libraries increasing, I think
unteer at a bake sale, attend school each of us can make a big impact by
board meetings, or work to protect a embracing technology. (Novice comnearby forest from being developed? puter users can read up on the subject
What, or who, is to blame for making or investigate the free computer classes
our time the most valued commodity in offered by many community colleges
our lives?
and libraries.) The Internet makes a
When I was president of Earth 2000, myriad of information available at your
activism meant attending every local fingertips, and you can use that inforgovernment meeting, editing the mation to teach your children or grandnewsletter, attracting new membership, children about animals and how to prodoing media interviews, running cam- tect them or to send a quick e-mail to
paigns, raising funds, and speaking at your elected officials or a letter to the
conferences and colleges, week in and editor of an on-line newspaper. The Inweek out. It wasn't strenuous work; on ternet enables each of us to do his/her
the contrary, it was easy.
part in just minutes a day.
When my parents were growing up
My latest project is the Earth 2000
in South Korea, they were considered Foundation, which will give minigrants
lucky even to have a telephone and, to young people who have ideas to help
many years later, a television. Commu- the environment or animals. It is my
nication for them often meant writing a goal to encourage youths to become
letter, hand addressing an envelope, and critical thinkers so that they can analyze
walking to an out-of-the-way post office problems and develop practical soluto mail it. A week later the recipient tions. In discussions about the foundawould finally get the message. Commu- tion, I am frequently asked, "How will
nication was a real chore. But today you let students know about it?" Withwith e-mail capabilities, fax machines, out saying a word, I pick up my laptop
the Internet, laptop computers, word computer and smile.
•
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than the problems necessitating euthanasia,
as the evil.
Open-admission shelter workers consider euthanasia more humane and responsible than turning away even one animal in
need of shelter or letting animals suffer as
strays on the streets, neglected pets chained
in backyards, or unadapted companions
kept by facilities indefinitely in stainlesssteel cages. "I can live with the fact that
sometimes the kindest thing I can do for an
unwanted animal is to quietly, and with
love, put her to sleep," explains a shelter
worker in Tennessee. "But I cannot live
with the fact that I had the power to prevent
that animal from suffering yet turned her
away."
Limited-admission shelters, on the other hand, generally believe that no animal
should be euthanatized unless that animal
is suffering physically and that even a lessthan-ideal life is better than no chance of
life at all. "We need to question whether
killing animals for population control is
compassionate," says Bonney Brown, president of the limited-admission Neponset
Valley Humane Society in Canton, Massachusetts. "Is it truly for the benefit of animals or for the convenience of people? If
we asked the animals, I'm pretty sure they
would prefer to take their chance at life."
Many limited-admission shelters contend that euthanasia has become unnecessary because plenty of homes for animals
exist in the community and that it's just a
matter of being more creative about finding those homes and promoting the adoption of shelter animals. Until those homes
are found, the argument goes, animals can
be kept in the sheltering facility or in foster
homes.
Have these "no kill" shelters really
found the magic answer that has eluded animal protectionists for decades? If the answer to the tragedy of companion-animal
euthanasia is simply to stop euthanatizing,
then why aren't more shelters stopping?
The reality is that in most communities,
the number of companion animals being
born, abandoned, and surrendered to shelters far exceeds--often by thousands-the
number of responsible homes available to
them. Certainly every shelter must do all it
can to promote responsible pet ownership
and to find new, lifelong homes for the animals in its care. Unfortunately, however,
increasing adoptions alone can't end the
need for euthanasia in a town. In fact, too
often the rush to save animals' lives comes
at the expense of those very lives: a shelter
that dramatically increases its adoptions
or foster-care placements without also
strengthening the way it screens caregivers,
following up on the animals' placements,
24

shelter that did not take in stray or feral
cats.
Limited-admis- Time ticks away for
sion shelter proponents rightly argue shelter cats. Because
that few cases are
this severe and con- we consider quality of
tend that the availability of shelters life t>aramotmt, The
that don't euthanatize prevents rather HSUS believes enthan encourages animal abandonment thanasia to he the
and abuse. They believe that people are most humane end for
less likely to abandon an unwanted animals for whom rcanimal and more
likely to take him to sponsihle homes canthe shelter if they
know a shelter will not he found.

and ensuring that all animals are sterilized
could unintentionally be endangering those
animals and adding to the pet overpopulation problem.
The HSUS believes that keeping old,
sick, aggressive, or otherwise unadapted
animals caged in the shelter for months,
years, or lifetimes to avoid euthanasia is not
in the animals' best interests-and would
not be even if every shelter had unlimited
space and resources. The HSUS is strongly
opposed to the long-term, institutional
housing of companion animals because
it may deprive animals of adequate human
attention. Every dog, cat, and other companion animal deserves-and ultimately belongs in-a lifelong home with attentive, responsible caregivers.
Some organizations will advertise that

they take in all animals and euthanatize
none. Often these well-meaning organizations end up hurting the very animals they
intended to help. In the worst cases, sick,
distressed, and other unadapted animals accumulate in dirty, overcrowded animal
"warehouses" that provide their inmates
with lifelong caging and food but minimal
human companionship or medical care.
Numerous studies have shown that, even in
clean, well-staffed facilities, long-term confinement can be detrimental to the psychological and physical health of companion
animals.
Because we consider quality oflife paramount, The HSUS believes euthanasia, not
indefinite confinement or indiscriminate
placement, to be the most humane disposition for those unwanted animals for whom
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1998

responsible homes cmmot be found. However, we believe that limited-admission
shelters and shelterless "rescue groups"
with responsible adoption and caretaking
policies can play a help fill role in a community by helping homeless companion animals find good homes. In fact, many limited-admission shelters are able to designate
significant portions of their budgets to public education and spay/neuter programs and
are instrumental in reducing pet overpopulation in their communities.
For limited- and open-admission shelters, the first step toward working together
must be for each to acknowledge the role
played by the other in sheltering, protecting, and placing unwanted animals. A limited-admission shelter may find homes for
many animals, but because it does not euHSUS NEWS • Winter 1998

thanatize animals, it generally accepts
those most easily adopted-typically
young, healthy, docile animals. It must tum
animals away once space and resources are
absorbed by the current population of shelter animals. That's why every community
must have an open-admission shelter that
accepts all animals in need, regardless of
their temperament, health status, origin,
age, or breed.
A community with half a dozen limitedadmission shelters or "rescue groups" may
be doing an admirable job helping many
animals, but unless there's a shelter nearby
that takes in all animals, animals will suffer. Last summer in Geauga County, Ohio,
trappers were hired to shoot cats during the
threat of a rabies outbreak because the only
shelter in the area was a limited-admission

animal--even if they have to wait for space
at the shelter to open up.
But some share a different view. "It
didn't occur to me to question what happened to the pets we couldn't take in," says
Gayle Miller, a former volunteer for a limited-admission shelter. "Then one afternoon I saw a kitten on the side of the road. I
saw that the kitten was trying to revive a
second, dead, kitten, probably the victim of
a car accident. The previous evening at the
shelter those kittens were turned away because there was no room and a list of more
than 30 felines ahead of them. It struck me
that if someone wants to get rid of an animal, and a shelter won't take him, that person probably isn't going to take the pet
back home and treat it with responsible,
loving care. At best the person will go to
another shelter. At worst ... ?"
Many limited-admission shelters agree
with The HSUS that they can supplement
but cannot supplant the community's openadmission shelter. They agree that because
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the number of anlinals who need homes
exceeds the number of homes available, a
responsibly operated, open-admission shelter is a must. They also say that providing an alternate place for some
people to bring their anlinals eases
the burden on the open-admission
shelter and helps a significant number of people and anlinals in the
community.
Limited-admission shelters can
help animals, people, and local
open-admission shelters. But before
open-admission and limited-admission shelters can cooperate, they
must first be honest with each other
and the public. Often the most common criticism expressed over the
"no kill" debate is not about how
humane organizations treat animals
but about how they treat each other.
"It's the old 'I care more than the
next person' argument," says Robert
D. Rohde, executive director of the
open-admission shelter Denver
Dumb Friends League in Colorado. "The
fact is that all of us care. I think some people forget that we all formed to prevent suffering and that no one wants to take the
lives of these anlinals."
This fact gets glossed over, and sometimes even trampled, in many organizations' promotional materials. "Think of
your own family pet alone and waiting in
the local pound . . . waiting for his three
days to be up. Your gift can stop so much
of the needless killing in your home town."
This was the final fund-raising punch in a
solicitation sent out nationwide by a selfproclaimed "no kill" organization on the
East Coast. It's a prime example of the type
of"They don't help animals, we do" claims
that anger open-admission shelters, divide
the animal-protection community, and confuse the public.
The HSUS believes that a limited-admission organization's fund-raising solicitations
should acknowledge that the shelter's ability to choose not to euthanatize homeless animals depends in part on the existence of
animal shelters that don't have that choice.
Moreover, The HSUS considers it unethical
for a limited-admission shelter to advertise
that it does not kill animals without also acknowledging publicly that the shelter does
not accept every animal brought to it.
Although no responsibly operated openadmission or limited-admission shelter deserves to be vilified, many shelters say it
isn't the bad-mouthing that concerns
them-it's the misrepresentation of the
overpopulation problem. "The information
being disseminated by many limited-admission shelters lulls the public into believ-

ing that the problem has been solved," says
Ms. Savesky. "[The public ends up thinking they] no longer need to worry about

neutering their pets, A shelter dog awaits a
keeping them at
home and identi- new family; adoption
fied, adopting from
shelters rather than counselors such as
pet stores, taking
lifelong responsi- this one (inset) try to
bility, and doing all
the things we keep make matches that
preaching are necessary to eliminate "'ill last an animal's
the surplus pet
problem."
lifetime, whether they
Many limitedadmission shelters work for a limitedagree that they need
to portray the full admission or an openscope of this problem. "Often the admission shelter.
general public will
call us and say, 'We want to bring our animal to you and not to the city because they
kill them,"' says Karen Medicus, executive
director of the limited-admission Humane
Society/Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA) of Austin and
Travis County in Texas. "We tell them that
the city shelter takes all animals in and that
[it must euthanatize] because it handles a
lot more animals than we do. We try to educate the public so that they're not thinking
[of the city facility], 'They're bad people;
they kill animals.' If a healthy, placeable
animal dies in a community, that's a problem for all of us and not a matter of one
agency being 'better' than another."
In many communities limited-admission and open-admission shelters do work
together to better the lives of animals in
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their towns. In Colorado the Colorado Federation of Animal Welfare Agencies and
the Animal Agency Network have tom
down walls and united many local animal
agencies. They put aside their philosophical differences to combat pet overpopulation, irresponsible pet ownership, and the
tragic effects ofboth. In Texas the Humane
Society/SPCA of Austin and Travis County has noticed the ice melting in its oncetense relationship
eonununities cun take with Austin Travis
County
Animal
the first step tow~u-d
Services. "There's
plenty to do for
reducing the need for
everyone," says Ms.
Medicus. "We are
euthanasia by making
now starting to get
[adoption] referrals
sure shelters rec.eiYc
from them. And we
in tum refer people
the resoun-es and sup· to them. A new
group just opened a
pm·t necessary to car·
low-cost spay/neuter clinic, and we
ry out their r<•le as
refer people to the
clinic. [We all] are
earet.al•ers o.f animals
trying to build a
community relanobody '1'11Ult.s.
tionship."
It's clear that cooperative relationships like these and increased spay/neuter promotion, animalcontrol legislation, humane education, and
changes in demographics and family
lifestyles have helped to decrease pet overpopulation and the need for euthanasia.
But have these efforts truly helped some
communities reduce the unwanted pet population to the point that euthanasia is no
longer necessary in that community? Some
believe so. Others believe they are close.
Still others believe that, while they will be
able to reduce euthanasia, they will never
be able to end it completely.
The San Francisco SPCA (SFSPCA)
claims it is on the verge of creating the first
"no kill city" in the country. Bolstered by
the efforts of a strong, proactive, government animal-control agency (the San Francisco Animal Care and Control department,
or SFACC), the SFSPCA has received national attention for its "adoption pact,"
a high-volume adoption strategy that
promises to end the euthanasia of "adoptable" animals-animals the SFSPCA defines as healthy or treatable. The Associated Press wire service recently ran a sizable
story on the SFSPCA's goals, discussing
the organization's 1994 agreement pledging to take any "adoptable" animal who
couldn't find a home.
Unfortunately, as they praise the "no
kill" goal of the SFSPCA and encourage
28

other shelters to adopt a similar program,
supporters and the media fail to credit
the community demographics, vast financial and human resources, long-term planning, outreach, and collaboration with
SFACC that have brought the SFSPCA
to this point. They also fail to report that,
in the fiscal years 1993-97, before and after the "adoption pact," the SFACC still
had to euthanatize thousands of animals

creasing hours of operation; providing petbehavior counseling for owners; and encouraging animal-friendly legislation.
The euthanasia of healthy, unwanted
companion animals is an undisputable
tragedy, and no one feels the anguish of that
tragedy more deeply than the humane workers who must carry out that dreadful task.
They should not carry that burden alone,
however. "The whole community, not just

annually. Obviously San Francisco is not a
"no kill city."
Because the public sees only a sketch
instead of the full picture, some humane
agencies and shelters are feeling pressured
by their supporters to focus their energies
on stopping euthanasia today and solving
the problems necessitating euthanasia tomorrow.
Thankfully, many agencies are taking a
different approach. Some shelters frame
their goals not in terms of ending euthanasia but in terms of increasing placements
and decreasing admissions. They focus on
increasing responsible adoptions; decreasing the numbers of surrendered animals
by locating pet-friendly apartments; in-

the shelter and its caring staff, bears the responsibility for euthanasia of unwanted animals," says Martha C. Armstrong, HSUS
vice president, Companion Animals. "To
help its community understand this, one
shelter reports how many unwanted animals
the community generates instead of stating
how many animals the shelter euthanatizes."
You can take the first step toward reducing the need for euthanasia in your
own community by making sure any
local open-admission and limited-admission shelters receive the resources and
support necessary to carry out their important role as caretakers of those companion
animals nobody wants. By joining your
town's animal behaviorists, humane workers, pet owners, trainers, veterinarians, and
other animal advocates and working to
stem the tidal wave of unwanted animals
pouring onto your city's streets, and into
shelters, you can help curtail euthana•
sia-responsibly.

*Although commonly called "no kill" shelters, The
HSUS uses the term "limited-admission" shelter to
describe shelters that do not euthanatize animals.
Why? Because those shelters are generally able to admit and care for only a limited number of animals.
Shelters that euthanatize, and thus are able to accept
all animals, we refer to as "open-admission" shelters.
Although these terms cannot completely describe the
wide variety of shelters, philosophies, and programs
now in existence, The HSUS believes these terms to
be more fair and less value-laden than the words "no
kill" and "traditional" used most frequently by the
media and public.

Julie Miller Dowling is editor, Animal
Sheltering.
Cynthia Stitely, HSUS associate for Animal Sheltering Issues, contributed to this
article.
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n the summer of 1996, HSUS/HSI was more than $13,000 per person.
. asked to partioipate in a conference on > Unfortunately, there is little· or no conanimal welfare and animal issues in trol on the' breeding Of ownership of comTaiwan. T.he conference was devel- panion animals. Approximately .2 million
pped by Liang Chou Hsia, Ph.D., pro-· · dogs in Taiwan are owned-and almost as
fessor of aniinal production at Ping Tung mal).y (1.3~ 1.5 million) are· strays. !here
Universit¥ of Science and Teclmology, are few bona fide animal shelters in Taiand sponsored by the university and sev- wan, and there is no Clear-cut afithQrity or
eral animal-protection groups . .bur topic responsibility for controlling strays. Citiwas stray-dog control, a problem in Tai- zeus are very reluctant to cooperate with
wan so widely ackno\Vledged that even any government entitY in the control of
travel books address it!
.
stray and unwat~ted animals. ·
. Even so, I was stunned by the number
The HSUS first bec;ame aware of Taiof stray dogs I saw upon my arrival in Tai- wan's problem with strays when the World
wan~or the confer~nce. Dogs were on the
Society for the Protection of Animals
streets, in parking lots, and in trash bins. .(WSPA) sponsored a workshop on animal
They were on park benches, in front of hap.dling and control there ,in 1995. We
stores, waiting at traffic lights. I lost c.ount wrote a letter of support at that time to the
of all the strays I saw just betWeen the air- Taiwanese government, hoping it·. would
embrace the training and reform canimalport and the. conference cent~r.
Taiwan is a very small is}and, with control practices that included capturing
·
dogs with piano
more than 2J mil- ·
wire loops and
lion people ahd one
of*e highestpopuslinging them into
c.lation densities in
trucks for delivery
the. world. Its econto pounds or col~
amy is -strong but
lection sites. ~ .
nonetheless very
-,.. Unfortunately,
youthfuL Rising
the humane animal~
from the ashes of
handling-equipment
World 'War. II, the
· ··demonstrated by
'Taiwanese econoWSPA at the workmy is fueled prishop and donated
marily by foreign
to •Taiwan's animal
trade.
Formerly
workers afterward
sat rusting in
known for prodtiting cheap toys, Taipounds· when· we
wan is now a leader
were approached to
in the . procfuction ,
· ' help with the same
of high-tech, qualiproblems a year
ty electronics and
later. yYe had to
computers. With the
address the Taibooming economy
wanese resistance
has come personal Stray dogs·· seem to appeal for help to embracing equi?
wealth: the average thro~gh the fence of their enclosure< ment and instruction fro~ Westernyearly mcome ts c at the Taipei municipal pou!"d.
e
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Even pressure from
Taiwanese animalprotection groups
hasn't seemed to influence the government's approach to
animal control. At this
· Taipei pound, there
is only one full-time
staff person to care
for 1,800 dogs. Inset:
A rottweiler ravaged
by mange shares a
meal with other strays
at a pound demolished by a typhoon . .

.-,

\•

Hsia,
Ph.D., s~cond from
left, and other conference attendees gre
grimfaced as they
tour the crowded Taipei pound:lnset: Another puppy is added
to 'the shelter population. Animal advocates agree th.cit public pressure must be
exerted on th~ ·Taiwanese government
before any lasting reform will take place.
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a

can bite! E~en. if EPA workers

_though Iliucli l~ger

than the

A!cit~; a fe~

-'

sli~e their'.hom~s ,wit4 do~s (an~· most : maTerptWeiler was quit~ submissive. Her

.1

Tmwanese have· .pets), they perc~rve the . · breed was ~arely recogmzable ]?ecause of·
., dog on the .streetvery \fifferently from tl;le. the mange . that covere{l her. body and.
··dog who sleeps with tJ:le children.
· · . obliterated her_fur. Dis~ase .had 'also ·rav~
,,..:
., Religious and ;cUlturaL issues' also •af~ -aged her ey~$, .and she- was forced-t9 find
'feet EPA workers '"attitilde:s toward strays. her food by~ sound and smell, In tryirig to
Some of the.-workers believe in reit),c;:arp.a~. ,: ·discuss thesuffe~._of sudh 'animals~wi~ ,
fion or that .suffering in life will guarantee .. the government officials who took.li§ to·
base~ranii:nal~protection organizatio~s, . . a wonderful place in 'eternity, so they are this pound, I i:liscovered-thaHanguage was
,.
Stray-dog control · falls . un4et: the reluetant to·interfere in an .animal's life. ,noltlie orily baiTiet: Chines~ ha~ no term
purview of Taiwan's Enviromnentru Pro-· and,·- by alleviating his suffering now, d'or euthahii:sia~ it is a concept thatds,inO:.
_ . tec;tiori-Administration (EPA), and_ thereguatanj;ee)lis futUre torment. · _ . ~.
con~eivable to most Taiwmwse. _
..
sponsil;>ility for housing strays varies from
. One ·e~-ample of the -h_orrible conditions
-.· At Qther pounds up.to fifty dogs·fought
. place. to piace: During the 1996 confer-- .I found .was the. ~helter in :Taipei County, ·· wi~- one another in_ large ruris. IIi so.me ·
ence, the Taiwanese government was re- which had bet<1i demolished by' a typhoon instances pomid anitnals diedfrom'starvayie'wing ,draft legislation thafwould have. but:was s~ill being used as a m*eshift .. tion or diseas,e. Other ~trials were. djs~
. reformed the tr~atment and control of', pound. An Akit::,t -who had assurii.ed ftie posed .of with chlm:oform (a j:>roveti~hu
. companion animals-a move.that, from position o"f domip.aii:t, 6r -~:alpha:• dog Inilll earcinogenfor were electrocuted or
1
what! could see,. is badly needed.
chall~nged each new. dog entering the· -drowned...
1
The housing of.strays and the methods comniun,al .pen, Teeth bared, hackles
·Dr. Hsia.was distraught over what \ve
of disposing of ooclaimed animals in Tici.~ _raised, the Akita looked quite·111e~acing, ·. all Witnesset(He_ had struggled for years:.
wan were among th.e ,worst and mostinhu~ although he..rarely displayed these be'hav-. · to COJ?.Vin~e. govermrtent.. agricultural repmane I have everwitnessed. EPA's view of iors to humans. The workerwho :cared for rese:fitatives _and famieis . to imp1etfient
. stray ariimals'
of its'respi:irisibiliti~s the luJima1s explaiti~d-tha:ghe dog actual~ "!:uimane metliod~ and policies ,of farm- . toward them is the sam~ as its view of ly was quite· friendly to the. oth~r dogs" ·animal husbandry. Jet. the treatment of
other "garoage'' on the street-.exc_ept this once he had established doprinance: Al- compan1m~.. animals in. his country was

and
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·abysmaL .
.·
sues were placed on the. back burner for ima! care and control.
.
Br. Hs'ia asked rne ifHSUS/HSI-would ·_'what we· feared would be
indefinite
Reorganization. of aniinlil control in
help him help ·his country deai with the period. · . _ .
.
· Taiwan is progressing. A model facility
stray-dog problem ip_ a mote humane and
The health qisis created. by. the hoof- has been. built in Ping Tung, southern
comprehensive-manner.
~ ·.
· and~mouth _eplz:Qotic spawnea 'fears Taiwan province., under·the Qifection of
Returning to the United States, .I . amongdocal Taiwanese gbverninents th.at Dr.::-- Hsia. The . Council . on Agriculture
stopped in Hawaii to condti~Jt workshops a- rabies epizootic could :deveTop among -plans to· construct 24-26 mqdem a.niinal
for the staff of the Hawaiian Humane So- . the. stray-dog popUlation. We appealed to . shelters: to replace, th~ 173 pounds 'and
ciet)l .(HHS). HHS is a culturally and eth- the :president ofTaiwatito worl(with us on· . drop"off cages currently in existence. ·Ef.:
nicaily diverse group of animal~protection reforni rath.er than without us 'on short- forts ar-e under way to obtain the appropriprofessionals serving similarly diverse term, 4fuup1.ane, stqpgap measures such as ate permits to allow the importation of the
community. 1he staff h::,ts been very sue- stray-dog roundups and inhumane killing. 'correct, euthanasia-strength sodium pencessful in addressing aniin.al issues ill: its
We finaily hear~ frorn government of- tobarbitaL* More than six hundred school
cominunity and is anxious to_ help other .:fioials .in June 1997 that our training-pro- :t(':achers were trained-in hurit~e eduta~
communities as well.
··
·. ,. gr~ meeting was back on ttack.- Two tion ih WSPA workshops with staff from
In dispussion with HHS, a_strate_gy to· representatives of the Taiwanese govern.: . the Amerioan Socjety for the Prev_ention
address Taiwair's problems emerged. We ment----One from the Council pn Agricul- of Cruelty to Animals.
'
thought th£,t if the Taiwanese could see a · ~e ·and one from EPA-:_accompanied Dr. . - A long roftd lies ahead. hii~als are
:well-run, humane ·animal shelter staffed Hsil:i_ to--Honolulu in June, ·
: stiH suffering on the streets and in pounds... by a largcly A,sian-Americari staff, serv~ . ·· During two ··:days. of training, HSUS But we llfe, at least, a. few miles into our
. ing a community with a large As1ari~ Northern Rockies Regional Director journey toward a more humane life for
.American population who share many·i:if Dave Pauli dertionstrated hllinap_e captur- dogs- in Taiwan.-Martha c:. :Armstrong,
the Taiwap_ese cultural beliefs a.Rd cus~ . i,ng and, handling of fractious dogs using vice president, ~Coinpa(lion Animals, HSI
toms, perhaps they would be persuaded to· control poles and humane box traps._Dr.
..
.
work· toward· solving: Taiwan's stray-dog Rhq_ade$ and her,staff demonstrated how *one of the diffi-cUlties WSPA encormt~red in onproblem. Pamela Burns, president .·of to perforin health exams and how to. use site training programs m Taiwan was trying to teach
HHS, and Rebecca Rhoades, D.V.M., op- sodium pentobarbital for euthanasiJi. We proper· euthanasia tecJmiques wiJ:hout euthanasiaerations director, agreed to work' -witli agreed to bring fifteb:i. to tWenty veteri- stiengt\1 sodium pentob<ll:bital. The ·only sodium
·
· pentobarbital currently available in Taiwan Is surgi-. HSUS/HSI to develop a plan for training: narians al1_d animal .workers from. Tai- · cal-strength, which is totally inappropriat~:nor eliand assis$g Taiwanese animal-care an_d )Vanese pol!-JldS to Honplulu for an inten• thanasia because of its relatively high cost and the
-control workers.
. sive training progrrun in all aspects 0f- ap~ amount of time needed for its effectiveness,
HS~S/HSI' and HHS. sent instructions
·
on how to design a shelter and inforrna- ·
.tion on eitthanasia; including · proper ·
. drugs, legal requirements; and methods of
·. ' administration, to .9rc Hsia to be translat~
ed and' disseminated to-...appropriate par-.
ties. ·A Taiwanese animal-protectiqn
group called Life Conservationists Association !ffidWSPA began documenting in~
~humane housing and .· aninial-disppsal
. prflctices: Segments of videotapes· were'
released at a press conference held' in TaiI
wari in March 1997. to convince the government to- reform · animal control. ·
iiSUS/HSI and HHS insisted that govern"
i:n~t agen~ies charged with ani:rllal con-·
trol participate in meetings to lay ··the
groundwork for a c0mprehensive tr:ainirig
program for. all Taiwanese' animal-cm#ol
. workers. Oi.rr first m€eting was sc;heduled .
to take place in April l997 in Honolulu.. ·•.
Then hoof-and-mouth disease. struckthe_ swine popul::,tti<;m of Tai_Fan. ·Disgrace .
was hooped upon the Council on Agriculture, threatening chaos in )he country''s Stray .
scrounge.an exist.enc~ on a !evy in Taipei: Matty EPA workers fear
agricultural export .market. Stray"d<_?g is-. stray dogs, ~onsiderii1g the111.nc; b~tter than garbage that can bite.
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Michael W. Fox, D.Sc.,
Ph.D., B.Vet.Med.,
M.R.C.V.S., with dog,
is surrounded by Nilgiri Hills villagers.
Many now welcome
the assistance rendered by IPAN director. Deanna Krantz
(inset, with piglets).

Dr. Fox treats. a calf. Such veterinary treatment is replacing cruel; .ineffective
.tribal remedies, Also gratifying is the evolution of local IPAN staff, assisting
here, into gentle and confident animaf handlers. ·.
•

•

'

>

l\.

onto dogs su.ffering from mange; branding
and cauterizing wounds and infections
withsed hot lmives; and using toxjc pesticides, like DDJ, on cattle with easily treated, maggot-infested wounds.
IPAN has provided instruction on effective .alternatives to these treannents. As
a result the staff is in demand .day and
night. Last summer we began one day by
driving twenty miles to deliver a calf .
whose mother had been in labor for twen. ty-four hours-three men· from the
Karumba tribe had come all the way on
foot to get our help. Upon our retu.rn to
the Nilgiri Animal Welfare Society's Ma- ·
vanhalla Animal Sanctuary, our base of
oper.ations, villagers stopped us to collect
a, macaque monkey for treatment. They
t has taken the India Project for Ani- . dogs,:many people would not let us. near had confined tl).e monkey in a shed after
mals and Nature (IPAN)* a full year to 'them. They knew that government h~alth he had been mauled by a dog. By the tiTne
gain the trust of the tribal peoples in officials had mandated mass extennina- we had the mollkey' securely caged in the
the Nilgiri Hills of southern Jndia (~ee tion of dogs in the past in the mistak~n be- back of the jeep, a line of villagers waited
the Spring 1997 JiSUSNews). These liefthatth~ spread of rabies would be pre- for treannent for their variO!lS animals-a
peoples have no veterinary services avail~ vented, and they assumed we were part of . calf with pneumonia, a goat with a severe
able to them for their countless dogs or for · that program ..'
·
laceration, .a puppy with mange, an ~ld
their cattle, goats,, and sheep, their eco-.
Without veterinary services the tribal dog with a horrendous ear infection, and a
nomiC' mainstays. When IPAN staff first peoples had developed their.own cruel and dazed and disoriented puppy who might
came into their communities to treat their ineffectual treahnents: pouring. kerosene have been bitten by a .rabid dog. (We had

QHSIINDIA
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I
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help these animals, and a large· crowd
curious onlookers, especially children,
would gather as a ·result. Througl;l our
euthanatized this poor dog but not before compassionate interventions, we were en"
.gaging in .humane education ·and, in the
he had bitten several animals.)
After we r~tlirned to the sanctua'ry, we process, giving hope to these col11munistarted treatment on the mangled monkey, ties. Instead .of walking pas~ animals in
using lightfrom a vehicle's headlight be- need of \{eterinary care because nothing
cause the power in the sanctuary was out equid be done, people began to notice and
(as usual). As we worked we received a,n to care, calling us to stop and treat.a stray
emergency phone call: a prized Toda buffa- they had seen or restrained for us. More
lo hqd come back late from grazing, bare- and more people began coming to the
ly able to walk.· She had been attacked by a sanctuary with animals for us to treat, intiger, and she wciuld be our next call. Two cluding a haFe injured by ajeep and a pair
villages. that lay in the opposite direction, of orphaned wild boar piglets!
where half a dozen animals needed attenWe also have seen a dramatic change
t\on, would have to wait until the next day.
in the behavior of our local staff, who in a
Over the past year, we have treated matter of months became gentle· and conclose to. three thousand animals for vari- fident animal handlers, U(linhibited about
ous ailments and injuries, vaccinated sev- displaying affection and concern.
en hundred dogs against rabie~, .neutered
Where no huma.nitarian resources are
scores of dogs, and set up an animal- available, people lose hope and stop caradoption program. As we go from village ing because there is no point in cqring.
to village, we are especially gratified to be Why e_mpathize with animals and experigreeted by- dogs whom we have treited ence their suffering when nothing <,;an be
previously. We have·also been gratified to done to help them? Such extinction of
see the change in, attitude in various com-. compassion can be reversed when people
munities where we work. Initially, people witness compassionate and appropriate
seemed indifferent to animal suffering, ig- veterinary Cflre undertaken to alleviate or
noring very sick and injured animals on prevent animal suffering. . ,
the streets. We would always stop ai1d
Community support in Nilgiri Hills is
HSUS NEWS •Winter 1998
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now· so solid that the Masinagudi PanchayatUnion, the local municipal authority, is working with us to develop a veterinary hospital in the community.. J have
been named the honorary veterinary and
anin!al-welfare advisor to the Panchayat.
We have an ~xperienced local veterinarian, K. Sugamaran, D.VM., working with
us, and we are making progress finding
legitimate nongovernmental· organizations
to expand IPAN for the benefit of indigenous peoples, their animals, and die rich
diversity of local wi'ldlife that is in urgent
need of protection. However, this will
continue to be a difficult task because
IPAN is viewed as 'a threat by powerful
groups and individuals who have attempted to discredit our work.
Nonetheless, we remain encouraged by
the people's response. Recently we were
the guests of honor at a village celebration
of Independence Day. . As the people
talked about India's, second independence
fight-for freedom from corruption-freedom from suffering for aU beings. could
be seen on thehorizon.-Michael W Fox,
D.Sc., Ph.D., B. Vet.Med., M.R.C VS
........----.-.------·-··---------y-

*-IPAN is directed by Deanna Krantz, field director
of Global Communications for Conservation, m
paTtnership with HSUS/HSI.
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the Interior.
Migratory birds historically have enjoyed
more protection than has
any other class of wildlife species in the United
States-at least on paper.
In response to a trade in bird feathers that
threatened the existence of a number of
species, President Theodore Roosevelt established the first national wildlife refuge,
Florida's Pelican Island, in 1903.
Fifteen years later Congress passed the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), which
prohibits the killing or harassment of migratory birds or the possession of their
feathers except as permitted by the federal
govermnent. The focus of these efforts was,
and today largely remains, protection of
migratory waterfowl-----ducks, geese, swans,
and others.
As a result of the concern that prompted
the establishment of the national wildlife
refuge system and passage of the MBTA,
migratory waterfowl populations to some
extent have been buffered from the threats
faced by so many species-habitat loss,
habitat degradation, unregulated hunting,
and public and official apathy.
Besides basic regulations dictating
when and in what numbers migratory birds
can be hunted, perhaps nothing protects
them from population declines more than
the META's regulations governing baiting.
Baiting typically consists of dumping millet into farm fields to attract doves; scattering com or soybeans in shallow waters to
lure ducks from the skies; or mowing seedbearing grasses shortly before hunting season opens to attract ducks. Many migratory birds are notoriously easy to bait. In
recognition of this vulnerability, the regulations adopted under the MBTA prohibit
hunting migratory birds with the aid of
baiting.
Although the current baiting regulations
have worked well for twenty-four years, a
string of recent convictions for baiting has
prompted a few politically well-cmmected
hlmters to demand that the regulations be
relaxed. As a result Rep. Don Young of
Alaska has introduced H.R. 741, the Migratory Bird Treaty Reform Act, a bill that
would ease the META's baiting restrictions. An ad hoc baiting committee formed
by the International Association of State
Wildlife Agencies and composed largely of
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opponents of the current regulations also
has recommended sweeping changes in the
baiting regulations.
Unfortunately, the FWS is using purported pressure, brought about by the introduction of H.R. 741, to justify its willingness to adopt the recommendations of
the ad hoc committee. It is about to propose sweeping changes in baiting regulations that could subject birds to inhumane
and unsporting slaughter. Under the new
regulations, hunters would merely have to
exercise "due care" to ensure-rather than
ensure-that bait has not been used. This
change would force the government to
prove that an individual knew that bait had
been used where he/she hunted, a difficult,
if not impossible, task.
Federal enforcement agents have predicted that if lack of knowledge will get
duck baiters off the hook, the courts will
have to consider allowing ignorance as an
excuse in nonbaiting MBTA cases.
Hunters who kill bluebirds instead of
doves, oil companies that kill birds in
sludge pits, and pesticide applicators who
poison migratory birds may go free.
The MBTA also offers migratory birds
protection by requiring the issuance of permits for activities that could threaten them.
When trees are felled during the spring and
summer, nests, eggs, and young birds are
often destroyed. Two environmental groups
filed suit in 1996 against the U.S. Forest
Service on the grounds that specific timber
40

cutting projects would violate a number of
federal statutes, including the MBTA. Unfortunately, appeals court decisions agreed
with the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ),
which argued that federal agencies, including the Forest Service, are not bound by
MBTA provisions. The FWS therefore now
must abide by this
decision.
Federal agencies will no longer
seek permits from
the FWS if their
activities will harm
migratory birds.
For eighty years
such permitting
activity has allowed the FWS to
track potential destruction of migratory birds and to
require permittees
to take steps to
lessen the damage
from their activities. The permit
system has acted
as a brake on federal activities such as those of the Animal
Damage Control (ADC) program, which
clearly prefers killing wildlife to implementing nonlethal solutions to wildlifecaused problems. Destruction of migratory
birds by employees of the ADC, now called
Wildlife Services, and other federal agencies freed from the permitting process will
undoubtedly increase.
Although the FWS has expressed strong
concern about how this change will affect
its ability to protect migratory bird populations, its adoption of the DOJ's decision
and several other actions call into question
its commitment to the protection of migratorybirds.
For example, each year the federal government surveys breeding populations of
ducks, geese, swans, and other waterfowl
and sets regulations and restrictions for the
upcoming recreational hunting seasons for
such species on the basis of these findings.
The FWS has stated that recent increases
in mallard numbers support the assumption
that the populations of other so-called dabbling ducks have increased as well. In
adopting this position, the FWS has yielded to the demands of state wildlife agencies (which depend on sales of hunting licenses for much of their support) and will
allow states to lengthen their 1997-98
hunting seasons for dabbling ducks and increase bag limits.
Another example of the FWS 's questionable concern for migratory waterfowl

is its pending approval of changes in the
MBTA permit system. Aquaculturists have
long availed themselves of MBTA permits
that allow them to kill limited numbers of
once-rare double-crested cormorants. They
complain, however, that the process is too
cumbersome and time consuming. At
aquaculturists' insistence the FWS is
proposing that they be allowed to kill double-crested cormorants in thirty-three
states without first obtaining permits.
Such an exception to the broad coverage of the MBTA is very unusual and sets a
dangerous precedent for the future. Already aquaculturists have expressed intere.st in dodging the MBTA permit process
in order to kill other fish-eating birds such
as herons and pelicans. An exemption
granted to aquaculturists also will encourage other industries to pressure the FWS
for permission to solve their own "bird
problems."
In its willingness to open wide the door
that has protected double-crested cormorants and other birds for eighty years,
the FWS panders to an industry that raises
tens of thousands of fish in massive artificial ponds and has done nearly nothing to
help itself avoid resulting conflicts with
fish-eating birds.
In a display of apathy, if not animosity,
toward migratory waterfowl, the FWS has
proposed encouraging the destruction of
millions of snow geese by recreational
hunters in an effort to reduce a growing
population that is purportedly damaging its
own nesting habitat in the Canadian tundra. The proposal will likely concentrate
on encouraging recreational hunters to kill
more snow geese by allowing them to bait
habitat and employ electronic calls to lure
these wary animals out of the skies.
The HSUS believes that if snow geese
are too numerous, the population will decline on its own. We are concerned that
hunters, once permitted to use bait and
electronic calls for this species, may be reluctant to give up such measures and may
demand that they be permitted to use them
in hunting other waterfowl.
We urge you to contact the FWS and
ask it to resist changes to enforcement and
implementation of the MBTA that will
weaken protection of migratory birds (The
Honorable Jamie Clark, Director, U.S.
FWS, Department of the Interior, 1849 C
St., NW, Washington, DC 20240). Please
express your opposition to increased recreational killing of ducks, geese, and other
waterfowl and to the snow-goose slaughter
planned to begin in 1998.
•
Susan Hagood is HSUS wildlife issues specialist, Wildlifo and Habitat Protection.
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